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WIN A Copy of Construction Primer
Through this edition of NEWS@SAIA, you can WIN a copy of Construction Primer, a seminal work on the craft of
building and the result of Professor Wegelin's meticulous research and lecturing for over thirty years.
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The hosting of the UIA2014 Durban World Congress
of Architecture in South Africa at this point and time
in our history is a significant milestone. This year,
2014 is the one in which the country celebrates 20
years of our hard earned democracy. Coincidentally
this will also be the 25th International Union of
Architects (UIA) Congress.
The hosting of a congress of this nature is a mammoth task, but it certainly
offers numerous benefits to a country and its industry professionals and
practitioners. The world believes in us as a country as we have undoubtedly
proven our worth in hosting previous world events with resounding success.
Some of the enormous benefits associated with the hosting of this congress
include:

INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING
Congresses of this nature become pools of information sharing. This will afford
the South African Architectural fraternity opportunities to look elsewhere for
other ways to create a better future for citizens of our country, through creating
dialogue with other built environment professionals and communities.
...continued
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Architecture is a profession that is critical to the achievement of cities that are more equitable, more beautiful, more functional –
human settlements that increase people’s opportunities, offering people a better chance at improving their lives and livelihoods.
It is a profession that has the potential to offer both technical and social expertise towards the enhancement of social cohesion
and integration through a mix of income groups, housing types and building functions.
The architectural profession has the potential to make significant contributions to environments and human settlements that are
more human(e).

HELP TO REDRESS AND RESCRIPT THE URBAN AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
It is our considered view that the hosting of this congress in South Africa will help the profession to bounce its thoughts
and methods spatially, metaphorically and conceptually, against those of its international counterparts, in an effort to
redefine the apartheid cities we have inherited.
The aim is to dissolve distinctions between:
• The architectural profession and other built environment professions
• The building and the city
• Between South Africa and Africa
• Design and making
• Public and private
• Research/academics and communities
• The profession and government
This aim allows for the creation of new realities – an INTERFACE that views the profession and its role as part of larger
interlinked systems. It also allows for understanding the impact of current actions on the future – this being the essence of
sustainability and ethical professional practice that uses resources in a responsible manner.

REINFORCE THE CONCEPT OF A STRONG SOCIO ECONOMIC AGENDA
It has always been our understanding that despite all the negatives which seek to cloud our democracy, the underpinning
of our freedom has been premised primarily on a strong socio-economic agenda.
This Congress will, amongst other things, tease out ways in which architects can lead the way in ensuring that this concept of a
strong socio economic agenda becomes attainable through ensuring the power embedded in the built environment.
All over the world, the Built Environment is a major generator of job creation opportunities in a sustainable and equitable
manner.
The UIA 2014 Durban will contribute towards VISION 2030 with special focus on Chapter 8 of the Built National Development
Plan on Human Settlements with a view towards Spatial Transformation.
The themes of the Congress also address issues relevant to Chapter 12 (Building Safer Communities) as well as Chapter 15
(Transforming Society and Uniting the Country – with special reference to the sub-section on “Creating equal opportunities”).
Theoretical and practical contributions will be made towards the debates on infrastructure, housing and job creation.
The UIA Durban 2014 will also provide implementation strategies as part of the legacy programme. With international partners,
UIA 2014 Durban will also explore integrated/holistic urban development systems as part of the ECOLOGY stream with a focus
on local systems of food production.
With strong partnerships having been built with national and international networks on healthcare, there will be a focus at the
congress on community-based healthcare – with an intention to extend these debates in terms of establishing a process for
training community-based architects.
Read more on website...

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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CEO's Corner
SAIA Strategic & Business Plans Implementation
This newsletter is the first one in the aftermath of the approval of the both the Strategic and
Business Plans. Work is already underway to implement both documents that will run until
the end of the 2018 Financial Year. Reporting on the various projects that are contained in
the Business Plan is progressing fairly well and the co-operation from the Regional
Institutes remains key in ensuring the success of our turnaround strategy.
In the coming few weeks, l will be visiting all eleven Regional Institutes and present the
critical aspects of both our Strategic and Business Plans as well as address any matters
members may be seeking clarity on pertaining to our business.

Benchmarking Exercise At The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA)
SAIA's Vice President, Simmy Peerutin and I undertook a highly successful
benchmarking visit to RIBA and RIBA Enterprises in London. We came back equipped
with very tangible lessons that we will incorporate into our strategy to further improve on
its effectiveness.

Mission
“A collective Voice serving the interests of Architects in pursuit of excellence and
responsible design”

Vision
“SAIA Architects to be the Authoritative Leaders in the built environment”
Strategic Themes (Objectives)
- Membership Services
- SAIA Operations
- Transformation of the Profession
- National & International Partnerships
- Research, Innovation & Development
- Marketing

SAIA Hosting The UIA2014 Durban World Congress
The UIA2014 Durban World Congress on Architecture to be held in Durban during the
month of August 2014 is now just around the corner. We would like to appeal to all
members in the architectural and built industry to book their seats now to participate in
this critical and world class event.
Read more on website...

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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UIA Durban 2014, Just Around the Corner
Arrangements for the 25th World Congress on Architecture,
UIA2014 Durban, are powering ahead at a rapid pace and
Durban will soon have the eyes of the world firmly fixed on her
as she plays host to the biggest gathering of architects ever
held in Southern Africa. The Congress will be held at the
International Convention Centre Durban (ICC) from
3-7 August 2014.

Durban- Host City

The Congress will bring together architects, design and built
environment professionals, pioneers in urban planning and
thinking, activists, city makers, academics and
researchers, students, Government officials, decision
makers and thought leaders, citizens and communities - to
debate and discuss alternative strategies for the design and
delivery of more habitable, functional and beautiful cities.
The Programme, has been devised to explore the overarching
Congress theme of architecture OTHERWHERE, as well as
the themes of Resilience, Economy and Values, and to further
conversations around critical built environment issues in
South Africa, Africa and the world.

Venue- ICC

The impressive clutch of high-profile Speakers, all leaders in
their respective fields, will lead a series of keynote panel
debates and academic discussions, as well as present
keynote addresses. The line-up includes renowned
international personalities, as well as local specialists and
professionals.
International keynote presenters include:
Susannah Drake (USA), Toyo Ito (Japan),
Francis Kéré (Burkina Faso), Rahul Mehrotra (India),
Joe Osae-Addo (Ghana), Gerardo Salinas (Mexico),
Cameron Sinclair (USA) and Wang Shu (China).
Sindile Ngonyama and Wally Serote will fly the flag for
South Africa.
Parrallel Sessions
A number of parallel sessions at the ICC will cover specific
areas of focus that relate to the Congress theme and intentions.
These include the role of Built Environment Professionals in
Spatial Transformation; Sustainable Human(e) Settlements;
Housing and Healthcare (sustainable architecture under
conditions of change); Open Building; and Addressing
Informality through Design Education and Practice.

Architecture OTHERWHERE-Warwick Junction

Read more online...

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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Call for Practice Participation

The UIA 2014 Durban Call for Practice Participation campaign has been launched! It is exciting to see South African
Practices showing an interest in this initiative. With the submission deadline looming on 8 May 2014, we urge all
practices to get involved as soon as possible. The benefits and global gains to participating are vast. To highlight just a
few:
• Association with a recognized global event with a track record of 75 years
• Inclusion in the official UIA 2014 Congress programme
• Exposure through the UIA 2014 Communications and Marketing campaign to the networks of UIA 2014, its partners and
stakeholders and to local and international media
• Rights to use the official UIA 2014 logo and branding
The core intention of this campaign is to:
• Involve South African Architectural Practices in UIA 2014 Durban
• Enrich the UIA 2014 programme content
• Offer practices an opportunity to showcase their work to the international audience of UIA 2014
• Create national dialogue on architecture and practice
UIA 2014 Durban is a unique and highly relevant opportunity for South Africa to showcase the development of its
built environment in the 20 years since democracy.
As a South African Practice, this epic World Congress cannot pass you by. Participate!
For all the guidelines, go to:
http://www.uia2014durban.org/call_for_sa_practice_participation.htm

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.

REGISTER NOW! SPACE IS LIMITED

Shaping the future of concrete in Africa
What to expect?
CPD accreditation

There are only a few
conference places
available no more!

CPD assessment and validation
is confirmed from SAIA for a
SACAP category 1 CPD activity.

Contact Rose Setshoge
on +27 21 700 4300 to
reserve your seat at the
most prestigious and
influential week in the
African industry!

3300+

visitors to the exhibition

700+

conference attendees

120+

solution providers on the
expo floor

150+

expert speakers

Africa’s only all things concrete event

25+

will help you acquire insights into new construction
and building products and strategies that will help
reduce costs on your next project, increase revenue
and help you take advantage of new market
opportunities

40+

hours of red carpet networking
countries participating
AND MUCH MORE!

LEARN

IDENTIFY

GAIN

Learn
Learn international techniques using concrete to
fast-track structural strength and innovative design
in your projects

IDENTIFY
Identify viable project tenders and the materials
that will help you navigate the latest trends in
green construction and reach a wider client base

GAIN
The South African Institute of Architects has
assessed and validated this Category One CPD
Activity as follows:
Attendance on all 3 days: 3 credits
Attendance on 2 days only: 2 credits

Platinum sponsor:

Premium Gold sponsor:

Silver sponsor:

Silver sponsor:

Bronze sponsors:

26 – 28 May 2014,
Sandton Convention Centre,
Johannesburg

Over 40 media and association partners are supporting the 2014 event, including:

www.totallyconcrete.co.za

Congratulations to the First Winner in our Totally Concrete Competition
Leanie Roestorf from Paragon Architects is the first winner of a gold pass registration to the Totally
Concrete Expo. Leanie will be attending the Totally Concrete Expo and related convention. She will
probably also be attending the Plenary Session on 28 May 2014 at 9am and listening to the Pannel
Discussion: The Future of Architecture. During this discussion leading lights in architecture, including
Fanuel Motsepe, Hugh Fraser, Pieter Matthews, Obert Chakarisa, Karen Eicker, Alayne Reesburg and
Daniel van der Merwe will be sharing their views.

You could still be a winner
If you think that Leanie is very lucky to have won this prize, don’t fret too long because you too could be
a winner. Simply send me, Debbie Kirk, a request to receive these tickets by 23 May 2014 via email:
Marketing@SAIA.org.za and you could be joining Leanie at this inspiring event.

Professional development:
CPD assessment and
validation is confirmed from
SAIA for a category 1 CPD

Shaping the future of concrete in Africa
WIN one of 2 gold pass registrations to Totally Concrete Expo

Two expo halls:
The widest selection of
concrete and construction
technologies available in
Africa all under one roof

First in Africa:
Access the latest
technology arriving on
African shores during
presentations featuring
3D printing and more

Platinum sponsor:

Two lucky SAIA members stand the chance to WIN a gold pass registration to Totally
Concrete Expo valued at R 7495. Winners will be chosen via random selection and be able to
attend this insightful conference and expo.
Totally Concrete Expo hosts an insightful debate Architecture into the Future featuring
internationally renowned South African architects.

27 — 28 May 2014,
Sandton Convention Centre,
Johannesburg

Premium Gold sponsor:

GOLD PASS

Your chance to win!
Contact marketing@SA

IA.org.za to qualify

Silver sponsor:

Silver sponsor:

Bronze sponsors:

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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WIN A Copy of Construction Primer
Through this edition of NEWS@SAIA, you can WIN a copy of Construction Primer, a seminal work on the craft
of building and the result of Professor Wegelin's meticulous research and lecturing for over thirty years.

Hans Wegelin’s CONSTRUCTION PRIMER, is beautifully organised,
clearly written and is an excellent teaching vehicle for students. The book
fills a significant gap in the pedagogy around the field of construction in
South Africa.
Professor Randall Bird
Acting Head of School & Associate Professor: School of Architecture and
Planning, University of Witwatersrand
An invaluable guide and reference for both student and practitioners
interested in building construction in a South African context. In
Architectural education it counts amongst the finest textbooks available and
is considered a “must” for any student in the field.
Professor Alta Steenkamp
Director: School of Architecture , Planning and Geomatics, University of
Cape Town
This seminal work on the craft of building is the result of Professor
Wegelin’s meticulous research and lecturing on the subject over more than
thirty years. The book will undoubtedly make a most valuable contribution
to all involved in the broad spectrum of the construction industry.
Professor ‘Ora Joubert
Former Head of Department: Architecture, UFS and UP and Editor 10+
Years 100 + Buildings (Bell Roberts Publishing).
Hans Wegein’s CONSTRUCTION PRIMER draws on his vast experience
in practice and in academia, and is a valuable resource for students
embarking on studies in the built environment. This book is relevant to the
South African context and demonstrates construction principles in an
accessible manner.

Hans Wegelin
Hans Wegelin completed his Bachelor’s degree in Architecture at
the University of Pretoria in 1964, followed by a year in Cape Town,
where he worked for Chris Lochner. Finding the pace too slow, he
joined FA and JT Kemp in Pretoria under the style of Kemp Kemp &
Wegelin, subsequently Kemp Wegelin & Partners, and finally KWP
Architects and Landscape Architects and Landscape Architects.
From 1970 to 2005 Wegelin lectured at UP, and was promoted to
Associate Professor. He developed study material in Afrikaans,
created a bilingual information retrieval system as well as a selfcreated thesaurus of building terms-small wonder then that he was
part of the committee which revised the Bouwordeboek/ Building
Dictionary of the Vaktaalburo, published by the Suid Afrikaans
Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns. He published several articles on
construction, a specific guide for Architects, and an illustrated list of
builders’ tools. He is married with four children and seven
grandchildren, likes to potter in his yard and cycles to keep fit.
Construction Primer
Wegelin fluently leads the reader into everyday building construction
as practised in Southern Africa; from drawing practice, contours and
storm water, material science and properties, energy conscious
construction, masonry house construction, foundations, construction
in reinforced concrete, steel, timber, roofs, joinery and external
elements. Topics are explained within historical context and are
richly illustrated with photos, maps and drawings. The relationship
between construction technology and design is outlined, providing
essential knowledge for students of architecture and the general
public. This popular source book is prescribed at educational
institutions throughout South Africa.
Enter

today

and

you

could

be

a

winner

Professor Lone Paulsen
Adjunct Professor: School of Architecture & Planning, University of the
Witwatersrand

eMail Marketing@SAIA.org.za and let SAIA know which

A professional publication on building construction and practice for local
application has been long overdue for the undergraduate student of
building. This book fills a void that has been with us far too long.

competition post and, in this way, you could also WIN a

Errol Pieters
Head of Department: Architecture, Tshwane University of
Technology

Competition closes
23 May 2014

article

you

enjoyed

the

most

in

this

edition

of

NEWS@SAIA. Go to our Facebook page and like the
copy of this month's prize.

Winners of Architexture, February’s Book Prize
Three lucky readers of NEWS@SAIA will receive copies of Architexture to read and enjoy at leisure. Congratulations to
our winners, we will be contacting you to deliver your prize to you.

Email Winner

Facebook Winners

• John Bizinos

• Keletso Ayanda Kgaudi
• SA Affordable Housing

Feature Article
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South African Women in Architecture
SAIA statistics show that Architecture is still a man’s world with just less than 20% of our members being women. However,
an exciting trend is emerging with 40% women in the Arch in Training category. Thus it appears that many more women will
be entering the profession in the years to come.

Here are the stories of some leading women in South African architecture, who share their views, experiences and passions
associated with their profession.

Through Curiousity, Creativity and Connectivity CNNIA Architects Achieve Self-Actualisation
Nicola Irving writes about how she and Charlotte Chamberlain followed parallel paths
until they became partners in their own highly successful practice
Charlotte and I both graduated from UCT, seven years apart. As I am the elder of the two, I
completed my studies in 1987 and Charlotte finished in 1994. We were re-acquainted at Louis
Karol Architects (LKA), where Charlotte worked from her student years and after graduation
and became junior partner. I was employed as an architect at the practice for a while, where
my father worked at a Senior partner. Charlotte and I shared a deep love and respect for him.
Both of us also spent time working in Europe, with Charlotte gaining experience in France and
me in England. Once qualified, Charlotte joined LKA and worked her way through the ranks to
become a Junior Partner. After leaving LKA I started my own practice with a friend and fellow
UCT graduate Paul De Villiers. After five years in practice, I left (along with my three girls and
husband) for Australia.
Read more on wesite...

Versatile Joanne Believes her Best Work is Still to Come
Joanne Lees has over 20 years’ experience as an architect, development manager, housing
and urban development specialist, for (mainly local) government, NGO’s, Social Housing
Associations, and the private sector.
Her work includes: Research and policy development, strategic planning, especially for urban
regeneration interventions, project packaging including business planning and institutional
arrangements, affordable and social housing feasibility, planning, design and implementation,
community based development, urban design and guidelines, sustainability strategy, ‘Green’
settlement planning, design and guidelines, as well as design and strategy for the informal
economy.
She holds a Bachelor of Architecture, (UND: 1990) and achieved a merit award for Advanced
Housing Policy (part of the Housing Masters Programme at UND: 1993).
Read more on website

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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Karen Eicker, Versatility in Architecture
After graduating from the School of Architecture at the University of the Witwatersrand, Karen spent
five years in corporate architecture.
Since 2002, she has written for some of South Africa’s foremost built environment and infrastructure
publications, including Urban Green File, Architechnology, Civil Engineering Contractor, Building
Africa, Water Sewage & Effluent, Journal of Facilities Management, Leading Architecture & Design,
Architect & Specificator, and IE Magazine. She has been a director of Architect Africa Online
(http://architectafrica.com) since 1999.
Read more on website...

Karuni, Forging Ahead whilst also Promoting the Interests of other Women
Karuni Naidoo has led CNN Architects, a Durban based architectural practice, since its inception
in 1995. Looking back, she credits her success on her ability to overcome challenges, her
positive attitude to life, focus, discipline and perseverance. She also acknowledges taking
advantage of empowerment opportunities which has allowed her to create her own space in a
traditionally male dominated profession.
Karuni sees things differently because of her back-ground, history and life experience. Her Indian
heritage gives her a firm spiritual basis including humility, respect for all, an awareness of one’s
daily life and actions. These have all helped mould her as a person. She maintains strong ties
with family in India and is aware of her heritage and culture.
Her parents, who were both teachers, instilled in her the value of an education and career, the need to read, to study and to
work hard, and more importantly, to be honest to oneself and mindful of others.
Growing up within the Indian community of Greenwood Park, she matriculated in 1979 from the Gandhi Desai High School.
Read more on website...

Nasreen Arabi, Finds the Balance
Nasreen Arabi was born in Durban and graduated with an Honours degree in Architecture from
the University of Natal where she achieved first prize in the 2001 Regional ‘Corobrick’ Student
Architect of the year Award for her Design Dissertation: “Urban Outreach, Revitalisation of the
Inner City”.
Post-graduation she began her career at ‘Urban Edge Architects’, now ‘Boogertman + Partners’,
in Durban under the guidance of Saeed Jhatam and Bruce Douglas. She worked there for a short
period, before taking a sabbatical in the United Kingdom in 2003. During her time in London, she
worked at the London offices of ‘GMW Architects’ on both Heathrow and Gatwick airport designs.
During this time she had the opportunity to travel through the UK and Europe and visit many of
the buildings that inspired her architecture and it exposed her to new and different approaches to
design thinking.
Read more on website...

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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Heather Dodd, Putting Building Blocks in Place for Positive Social Change
Gutsy Heather Dodd shares her passions and experiences associated with the work
she does regarding social housing
I have two photocopies on my wall, which have been in my office for the last 20 years. One is of
Bart Simpson writing on a blackboard – “I will not add to our Nation’s problems, I will not add to
our Nation’s Problems…..” and the other a quote from Jo Slovo, the first Minister of Housing in
1994 where he talks about housing being a democratic right that helps build communities that are
the basis of a stable democracy. These have in a way been the touchstone of the way I have
approached the kind of work that I have wanted to be involved in.
I started off my career as a Candidate Architect at a time when there was very little work around
and my first job was with Revel Fox & Partners working on Bank City in 1992. It was a good
learning experience and the connections I made have been ones that have continued throughout
the years.
Read more on website...

Statistics Regarding Women in Architecture; Brought to you by SACAP
REGISTERED FEMALES, PER REGISTRATION CATEGORY:
The table reflects the number of registered persons, both male and female in total as at 31 March 2014, and for the
financial year starting on 1 April 2013 and ending on 31 March 2014. Encouragingly, more women are joining the PR Arch
category, the top registration category for architects.

View more statistics on website...

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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Behind The Scenes
Iain Low, editor of the Digest of South African Architecture, gives us a
glimpse into his life and explains what inspires him as editor of this
renowned publication by answering the following salient questions in his
unique and controversial manner:

Describe your Academic Background
I graduated from UCT during the Prinsloo – Uytenbogaardt years. Ivor
Prinsloo arrived at UCT in 1974 and completely transformed the school. He
remains the only Head of Department (HOD) who has managed to mediate
managerial and intellecutal terrains through design. Obviously this had its
compromises, but we received an advanced and located introduction to
architecture as a discipline, grounded in the dialectics of the socio-spatial.
In a perfect world Ivor Prinsloo would have been a Marxist, but became
side-tracked in the ease of practice in apartheid SA.
During my first year at UCT, from Dennis Playton, I received a solid grounding in foundational principled approach to
architectural design which was re-enforced by Norbert Rozendal my final year thesis superviser.
I received a Fulbright scholarship to the United States of America, where I achieved a post graduate degree in urban
design from the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. Thereafter, I was awarded a Pew Fellowship in the Arts and a
Fellowship to the American Academy in Rome.

Describe the projects you undertook as an architectural practitioner.
After graduation, I moved to Lesotho where I worked initially with the Building Design Group Lesotho (BDG/L) where the
design for a People’s Facility in Qoaling constituted my original appreciation for design build research (DBR) and paved the
way for my appointment as Project Architect with the Training for Self Reliance Project (TSRP) through the World Bank and
Government of Lesotho and the development of school prototypes for upgrading education thoughout that country. The
focus was in replication across vastly differing sites, utilising local labour and in situ materials to achieve maximum socioeconomic benefit. This work was the topic of a recent Open House [OH-15] study tour, following the AZA2013 conference
in Bloemfontein last year. The approach to design as a means to socio-economic development holds relevance for the
practice of architecture in a transformational context such as South Africa. In Cape Town I designed the re-installation of
the San Rock Art at the Iziko SA Museum, an installation that attempts to create, or rather to approximate, the openess
and fluidity of a transient landscape that is emblematic of pre-settlement, and would have been inhabited by the original
Cape Khoi/San communities.

Describe your areas of focus in terms of research.
My research area at UCT is ‘space and transformation’ and I am interested in the ‘re-writing of architectural type’ as an act
of authorial narration, and the production of locality through an architecture that is capable of critically engaging the
exigenices of a society under radical change.
Read more on website...

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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Feedback: Holcim Awards
The fourth cycle of the USD 2 million International Holcim Awards
competition attracted more than 6,000 projects and visions in
sustainable construction from 152 countries. The diverse geographic
spread of entries and growth in submissions from developing countries
confirms the importance of creating a more sustainable built
environment. The Holcim Awards recognizes innovative projects and
future-oriented concepts. The broad range of submissions includes
Main category projects at an advanced stage of design and “Next
Generation” visions and ideas across architecture, building and civil
engineering, landscape, urban design and infrastructure, as well as
materials, products and construction technologies.
Compared to previous cycles, the largest increase in participation was
registered in the region Africa Middle East. Within the region, South
Africa contributed the second highest number of completed entries,
after Morocco. Valid entries will now be presented to an independent
jury panel. The results for the region Africa Middle East will be
announced on October 17.

SACAP:Annual Fees 1 April 2014 - 31 March 2015
SACAP has published the Annual Fees and charges for the financial year 1 April 2014 - 31 March 2015 in terms of
Section 12 (1) of the Architectural Profession Act No 44 of 2000.
The prescribed annual fees for the 2014 - 2015 financial year has been increased by 6%.
Please see the link below for further information:
http://www.sacapsa.com/sacap/view/sacap/en/page317?oid=115892&sn=detail

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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Each month we will be Profiling one of our Regional Institutes. In this edition the the Border Kei
Institute of Architects (BKIA) share their successes.

Dynamite comes in Small Packages
Glynis Heger gives us a glmpse of the Border Kei
Institute and its successes
The Border Kei Institute of Architects has been active since the 1940’s and during
that time, we have had several changes in our structure. We started as a local
sub-committee of the CIA but today have attained the status of an independent
Regional Institute. Our membership has also fluctuated over the years and now
stands at our largest ever of 82. The region covers the entire Eastern half of the
Eastern Cape Province and includes Mthatha, Kokstad, East London, Queenstown
and King Williams Town/Bhisho.
For a relatively small region, we are very proud to have produced two of our recent
President’s-in-Chief of SAIA namely Al Stratford and Sindile Ngonyama. Our
committee is currently made up of 11 local architects and includes two DRPW
representatives and a liaison from the Buffalo City Municipality. Due to the fact that
we are fairly small, our members form a united group of professional architects who,
despite being competitors, also mix at a social level. One of our unique features is
that our members really communicate with one another.
Attendance at our events is generally very good with between 20 to 50% of our
membership at most of our functions.
Over the past few years we have organised several events of special interest to the
local fraternity. These include workshops as far afield as Port St Johns and Peddie
where we combined with representatives from the Eastern Cape Department of
Roads and Public Works in a proactive programme of upgrading development and
improvement of small towns. Evidence of the upgrades can be seen in several
towns such as Dutywa, Butterworth and Stutterheim, to name but a few with more to
follow suit. Our current programme includes an interest group which is working on
an initiative to upgrade informal settlements. This is a combined programme with
participation from architects, engineers and town planners. We held a highly
successful workshop with Thorsten Deckler towards the end of 2013 which
spearheaded this programme.
We are all looking forward to UIA 2014 Durban and managed to arrange a block
booking through the BKIA, thereby take advantage of the early-bird and blockbooking discounts. Out of our 82 members, 20 will be attending the Conference in
August and we challenge all other regions to come up with the same percentage!
The BKIA is run by our long-standing, long-suffering (but very happy) Executive
Officer, Glynis Heger who is now celebrating her 33rd year with the Institute. When
told she was an “institution” she replied, “Maybe I should be institutionalised!!”

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.

Glynis Heger, an integral part of BKIA’s
growth and metamorphosis.
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NEW CONSTITUTION FOR SAIA
“An architect without a dream has lost his joy. An organisation without a mission has lost its
soul.” The latter statement might have been true of the Institute of Architects in the past,
but the tide has swung. There is a groundswell of opinion that recognises the need to forge
a strong, appropriately resourced national body to serve the needs of its members at
national level, and dynamic regions that continue to act as effective platforms for interaction
and advocacy at grassroots level. This collective conviction surfaced during SAIAs
Constitutional Indaba in July 2013 when a near unanimous mission statement was penned
by the delegates (A Collective Voice serving the Interests of Architects in Pursuit of
Excellence and Responsible Design) and a vision adopted (SAIA Architects to be the
Authoritative Leaders in the Built Environment.)

Eugene Barnard

Is this ambitious? Yes, but given the present professional landscape (legislation, erosion by other professions, government’s
objectives and global trends), failure to be pre-emptive will turn the architect’s voice into a whimper.
Of course this is easier said than done! But a brave Board of Representatives, at its first meeting after the Indaba, appointed
a Constitutional Working Group to write a constitution on which the future can be built. The draft SAIA constitution enjoyed
overwhelming support of board members at the recent February 2014 Board meeting.
Many ask: How does the proposed constitution differ from the 1996 Constitution? The essential principles of the new
constitution are summarised below:
• The Institute is composed of and belongs to its members. The new constitution describes the Institute as a unitary body
composed of individual members who have an equal say in the administration of the body through the voice of board
members. It will no longer be a case of “us” (the Region) and “them” (the Institute). Every member will be able to say: “I am
the Institute.”
• Members will be assigned to the region in which the member practices, but may join any number of regions as a nonassigned member. Only assigned members will vote for a region’s board member. Where more than one region exists in
a province (such as in Gauteng and the Eastern Cape), members will be assigned by member’s choice.
• The constitution recognises the eleven regions as legally and organisationally independent units, united into one whole
by shared objects, a common membership roll and compatible regional constitutions. The Constitutional Working Group is
presently working on a model constitution for regions.
• Membership of the Institute is restricted to professional architects. In regions, non-architect professionals and
architectural students will be admitted as affiliates.
• The Institute will operate at two levels: The Institute will be the voice of its members at national level, and the Institute
Region at regional and local level.
• The strength of the Institute will lie in its unity: common objectives, unitary membership, common code of ethics and
single brand. Regions will adopt SAIA as a prefix or suffix to the name of the region (eg. SAIA Free State Region). As in
the case of RIBA and the AIA, members will be able to add the suffix SAIA – instead of MIArch – to their names (eg.
HERBERT BAKER Pr Arch SAIA)
• The Institute will focus on serving its members. The “interest of its membership” is elevated in the hierarchy of objects
to emphasise the principle that the Institute exists because of and for its members.
• Continuity is enshrined in the new dispensation. The SAIA board will essentially consist of eleven board members (one
from each region.) The voice and vote of board members will be a factor of the number of assigned members in each
region (making it a more democratic institution.) Only half of the members of the board will be replaced in any given year,
ensuring continuity.
• Financial viability will be ensured by individual subscription and a practice levy. Practices that have at least one SAIA
architect member as a principal will be liable to pay the levy, as will single practitioners. Both subscription and levy will be
determined annually by the board. Practices will have the right to the brand description: SAIA Practice. Presently, it would
appear that regions will prefer to collect subscriptions and levies as opposed to having them collected by the national
office. The collection mechanism is, however still under discussion.
Let’s build a stronger Institute, together.
CONVENOR: CONSTITUTIONAL WORKING GROUP 2014/03/31
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Practice Convened
The Practice Committee has always been the engine room of the Institute, the real value-add. Who will forget waiting
for the Institute’s Practice Manual (the set of lever-arch files, or more recently, the CD) after becoming a member, or
attending one of the mid-career seminars developed by Practice? Regrettably, due to financial constraints, the
committee had not met since May 2012 and practice issues were dealt with on an ad hoc basis.
The good news is that a reconstituted Practice Committee met again on Wednesday 27 March 2014 at OR
Thambo! The committee is a blend of experience, wisdom and enthusiasm. Your committee consists of: Andrew
Cunningham and Michael Bester (Cape), Neil Kiewiet (Eastern Cape), Ian Alexander, Adriaan Louw and Manus
Heunis (Pretoria), Stan Segal, Bryan Prisgrove, Marcus Holmes and Krynauw Nel (Gauteng), Cecelia van Rensburg
(Mpumalanga), Eugene Barnard (Limpopo) and Bryan Wallis (SAIA Director: Practice). Thanks to the interest of
some Regions, the following regional representatives also attended the meeting: Hans Haasbroek (Free State),
Trish Emmitt (KwaZulu Natal) and Andy Hart (Border Kei).
In a nutshell, the following items (amongst others) were covered in debate and motions:
• The role of Practice towards fulfilling the mission of SAIA
• Publishing the new internet based SAIA Manual for Architects (oversight by Andrew Cunningham, Manus Heunis and
Bryan Wallis)
• The publication of regular SAIA Practice Notes and how to dovetail these with a dynamic SAIA Manual.
• The development of an exclusive client/architect agreement to form part of the PROCSA suite of agreements, one
which will reconcile the role of the architect as designer, principal consultant and principal agent (oversight by Ian
Alexander and Adriaan Louw).
• Investigate reservations expressed by the CIA regarding JBCC Edition 6 (Marcus Holmes, Andrew Cunningham and
Ian Alexander.) The present SAIA representatives on the JBCC Technical Committee are: Stanley Segal and Bryan
Prisgrove. Practice will recommend to the Board that Michael Bester and Krynauw Nel become understudies/
alternates to Stanley and Bryan to promote continuity and transfer of knowledge.
• Study the present percentage based fees calculation and develop an alternative market related methodology that will
empower practitioners to charge commercially considered fees (oversight by Ian Alexander, Manus Heunis, Marcus
Holmes and Trevor Versveldt).
• The Eastern Cape has developed a response to the present bidding and tendering procurement systems. Neil
Kiewiet will make the document available to the SAIA office for distribution to members and regions.
• Issue a SAIA Practice Note to members regarding the imposition of a potential delay of 30 days to project
commencement by the Construction Regulations (to be prepared by Manus Heunis).
• Representation on the numerous industry related organisations.
The Board has requested the Practice Committee to meet quarterly. The next meeting is scheduled to take place on
19 June 2014. Members are invited to contact Bryan Wallis (SAIA), Eugene Barnard (Chair) or any of the other
committee members with comments / requests for advice and assistance / suggestions. After all, the Practice
Committee’s one key focus is to assist members to practise effectively and professionally.
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SAIA Finances
Says Esther van Tonder: “As we are reaching the end of our financial year, our finances have
plateaued. However, we are stable and able to meet all our financial obligations."
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Marketing@SAIA
Well now, ask yourself, who is responsible for Marketing at SAIA? Yes,
I am SAIA’s Marketing Manager in title, but I believe that each and
every single SAIA employee and yes, you, our esteemed members, are
all marketers for our organisation.
I have had the pleasure, and good fortune, to interact with many of you
in putting together NEWS@SAIA, the Awards programmes and a
number of other projects. Thoughtfulness, debate and considered
action follow requests for assistance and the results, always positive.
But, my thoughts today are crucial and not mere philosophical ramblings because as you know we are a few months
away from the UIA Durban 2014. We still need the commitment of many members if we are to make this once in a lifetime event a success.
Grab a pen, think for a minute and write down the names of five people who you think should be at the event, but who
may not yet have signed up. It could be a supplier, who could take out a stall, an Arch in Training in your office, whose
career could skyrocket as a result of attending this inspiring event and what about yourself, have you signed up yet?
We are all busy people, but if you and everyone else reading NEWS@SAIA could just invite and encourage five people
to attend this event, success will result because you have the contacts and the influence to make it happen.

SAIA in the NEWS
Apart from coverage related to our Awards Programmes, Eugene Barnard, Chairman, Practice Committee
commented on Nkandla and the architectural involvement in the project. In this eNEWS interview. Eugene clearly
demonstrated that SAIA is prepared to comment on relevant issues pertaining to architecture today.
Now, watch out for GIFA’s President, Daniel van der Merwe to appear on Pasella and give an insightful view of Art
Deco in Springs.
SAIA, comprising, its Employees, Board, UIA Durban 2014 organising committee and Members are collectively working
to uplift the profile of the profession to its rightful place within the South African Built environment and the community as
a whole. However, at this crucial time in our history, we need everyone to seize the opportunities presented to help
highlight the best of South African architecture from the past, present as well as plans for future architecture so the
world can be inspired by our contribution to the profession. In this way today’s architects can help reshape and refine
the profession for the better, not only for the present but all the way into the future.
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Tamper-proof Substation and Server Room security door
Manufactured by Telefibre, Jade Lee Electric brings to South Africa, a brand new
product to help combat one of the highest grossing crimes in South Africa...

Copper cable theft is currently a R5 Billion problem and looks to be on the rise with impending price hikes on copper

Keep your client’s mind at peace, knowing that
their assets will be protected by the toughest
security door to hit the South African Market

Specifically designed to protect
Substations and Server rooms
against copper and IT thieves

3CR12 Steel
added durability
and strength

Concealed Locks
and hinges

Inner and outer panels - 3CR12 steel
for durability and strength
Overlapping edges covering the gaps
between the door and frame make it
impossible for intruders to pry open
Heavy duty enclosed Stainless Steel
hinges concealed from the outside
Doors can be locked and unlocked remotely
Surveillance equipment can be fitted into
the door or frame to monitor access and
various other applications

Standard sizes
available

Integral anti-tamper 4-way locking
mechanism for attack from crowbars
and other levers
Louvre configurations to suit different
security and ventilation requirements
Choice of door and frame thickness

Distributed by

Class 1 - Door Specifications
Door leaf frame: 1.6mm Electro-galv or 3CR12
Door leaf frame: Double pan construction
weld and riveted with a composite core
Door type: Single, double, 2-fold or 3-fold leaf

Door Dimensions
Doors available in all standard sizes
Frame depth: 100mm - 300mm
Leaf thickness: 48mm
Maximum structural opening size:
3000mm wide x 2450mm high

T: +27(0)11 315 4826
F: +27(0)11 805 3420
E: sales@jdl.co.za
W: www.jadelee.co.za

Fabric Park
61 Old Pretoria Main Road
Midrand
Johannesburg
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The Professional Provident Society, an Introduction
Our readers have requested that we provide them with helpful information to assist them with their
personal and professional financial needs. And, that’s why Professional Provident Society (PPS) has
come on board. In this edition PPS will introduce themselves to you. However, in future editions they will
provide the financial advice, that will assist you, as architects to protect yourself, your loved ones and
your practice
The Professional Provident Society of South Africa is the largest multidisciplinary group of graduate professionals
in the world with over 290 000 professional members. PPS is the only mutual financial services company in South
Africa that has focused exclusively on graduate professionals for over 72 years.
Unlike a company that is listed on a stock exchange, PPS belongs to its members and operates under the ethos of
mutuality, this means that members with qualifying PPS products can exclusively share in the profits of the PPS
Group, through the unique PPS Profit-Share Account (previously known as the SRA). PPS offers tailor-made
insurance, investment and healthcare solutions exclusively for graduate professionals.
Become a PPS member and you can also have your share in all PPS profits through the PPS Profit-Share
Account.
PPS offers unique financial solutions to select graduate professionals with a 4-year degree. PPS is an authorised
Financial Services Provider. Members with qualifying products share in the profits of PPS.
PPS, A short history
The history of PPS is a dynamic story of how the vision of a few pioneering professionals laid the groundwork of
what has become the largest multidisciplinary group of graduate professionals in the world.
A brainchild of a group of eight dentists, PPS was founded as the Professional Provident Society of South Africa
on 8 July 1941, during the height of the Second World War. These founding fathers sought to find a better system
of financial protection as a consequence of being unable to practice as a result of sickness or injury, looking
towards the Dentists Provident Society of the UK, formed in 1908, for a model on which to base their own society –
its objectives perfectly matching their own needs.
View PPS website
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WHEN WE SAY WE
SHARE OUR SUCCESS,
WE MEAN IT.
PPS SHARES 100% OF ITS PROFITS
WITH MEMBERS. ALL R4.2 BILLION.
At PPS, we believe in sharing. That’s why our members* share in our success – and our profits
– via allocations to their PPS Profit-Share Accounts. Given that these profits reached a record
high of R4.2 billion in respect of 2013, that’s quite a big deal. Allocations to members’ PPS
Profit-Share Accounts were on average 40% of the value of premiums paid by members in respect of
2013. Over the past ten years, we’ve shared R19.6 billion with our members and achieved a record
level of assets in respect of 2013, making PPS the largest and most successful mutual company in South
Africa. So if you’re a qualified professional, ask yourself, shouldn’t you be sharing in our success?

R8,8 BN
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CUMULATIVE ALLOCATIONS 2004 - 2013

THE KEY TO SUCCESS LIES IN SHARING IT

Consult a PPS product-accredited financial adviser or visit www.pps.co.za
PPS is an authorised Financial Services Provider. *PPS members with qualifying products share all the profits of PPS.
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Visit www.pps.co.za to view the increase in your PPS Profit-Share Account.

